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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the World Wide Web (WWW) has become the largest and most admired means of communication and dissemination of information. Users often feel disoriented and lost in this information overload which continues to develop. Therefore, the ultimate need nowadays is that of predicting the user needs in order to improve the usability and approaches to make the search adapting to satisfy the user requirement user retention of a web site. We propose. The approaches conversed here are derived from ontology and active user profile. The presented approach aims to effectively personalize search results according to each user’s information need by accurately identifying the user context, updating user profile timely, recommending documents according to similar users and by reorganizing the information satisfying the needs. The Web pages are customized according to the characteristics (interests, the social category, the context) of an individual. Personalization technology enables the lively insertion, customization or hint of content in any format that is pertinent to the individual user, based on the user’s implicit actions and inclinations.

a) Dynamic User Profile and Ontology

Personalization needs user profile and to construct a user profile, some basis of information concerning the user required to be collected. This information may be collected explicitly and implicitly. Explicit profile creation is not preferred as it puts an additional saddle on the user. Additional issues related to explicit profile creation are the user may not accurately report their interests; the profile, so created, remains inert while the user’s interests may keep altering interests may keep altering over time. Hence, the user needs to update the profile. Implicit profile building based on observations of the user’s actions describes model considers the frequency of visits to a page, the amount of time spent on the page, how recently a page was visited and whether or not the page was bookmarked. A set of m finite number of users is termed as U. An ith user (ui) is indicated as a person who poses the question/query to search engine through web browser.

NewUser is a user who poses the query first time using the employed search engine. Newuser set NU ⊆ U;

OldUser is the user who has created the query previously using the search engine.

Hence OU ⊆ U;

ActiveUser (denoted as a) is the user who is currently working; solivelyuser, attime, iseitherfreshuseroroldsuser

ui ∈ U{ui:1 ≤ i ≤ m} and U = OU ∪ NU

Query Topic (denoted as QT) is a search query that comprises of one or more keywords/terms. extent/dimension of query are number of terms present in it. New Query is a query created by the user firstly. Old Query is a query that has previously been searched by a user. W(u,j) is weight given to the jth query topic for the user u.

Context is the description of a user’s aim/need for information reclamation. In this chapter, context is implicitly defined which are update do over time to reproduce changes in user interests/requirements. Contexts are extracted from Word Net in terms of concepts.

II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this information age, it is a deplorable state that, despite the information overload, we fail regularly to identify relevant information. In particular, in the field of education, several terabytes of content related to various educational institutions such as universities, colleges are downloaded from the Internet every week, and the demand for these resources is still rising. But this is not satisfactory in terms of access to information that the generic search engine in terms of overtime on bad links and relevance links. There can be many reasons, the most important in terms of lack of
recognition of context and semantics of the user query to get the required results.

To address these critical issues of information retrieval, the proposed system is designed. The proposed system retrieves semantically relevant results for the user account application semantics and context of the request. The semantics of the query is analyzed using the following procedures:

- The user's request is first analyzed and syntactically by the analysis.
- The synsets related to key words in the query are retrieved.
- The keywords of the ontology of domain are collected to form the refined query.

The results obtained in the proposed approach are more relevant by adopting the following procedure:

- The refined queries which are entries in the search engine are formed on the basis of the semantic analysis on user request.
- The Web links retrieved for all the refined queries newly formed are again classified according to the information specific to a domain.

The low-level design of our proposed system is demonstrated as follows:

Figure 1: Low Level Design of Proposed System

a) High Level Design

The three major components of the proposed System are as follows Ontology Construction

- Refined query formation
- Ranking of retrieved links

i. Ontology Construction

Elementary knowledge that the main body of this component description forms, institutional construction of suggestion. Other spheres of learning and organizations of related concept, gathered from various websites and other origins, such as Word only. These concepts centralized in a stratified form in the foundation territory related keyword of ontology. These key words are used to train the purification inquiry.

ii. Refined Query Formation

Improvement, to provide better search result, uses this module the inquiry that is assigned by the user. In this part, the inquiry analysis that is assigned by the user, the speech recognition part of inquiry words and expressions. Then, about in keyword the retrieval of synonym collection in the inquiry contains. The key words territory, the semantic query related extract completes from the main body. This step will cause the more semantic related words the restoration of quantity. Then is used in the open country training purification inquiry these key words. These inquiry fine inquiries, the key words expand, have the related semantics of involving.

iii. Modules

- Query parsing
- Synsets retrieval
- Keywords extraction
- Refined query formation

b) Filtering and Ranking of Retrieved Links

The collaborative filtering is a universal Web technology produces the personalized suggestion. Example of the use includes iTunes, Netflix Corporation in Amazon, lastfm, Stumble Upon Corporation, with Delicious.

Collaborative filtering is a technology utilized chiefly to predict individuals' inclinations. The initiative of collaborative filtering has its basis in information filtering, which leads a reader's pick by filtering a large amount of information and obtaining inclinations collaboratively based on inclinations shared by like readers.

Collaborative filtering works by first sifting through an individual's inclinations or purchase history to find a group of individuals, or a 'neighborhood', with similar inclinations or purchase histories, and then envisaging what else the individual will like, based on the collective inclinations or purchase histories of other individuals in the neighborhood. The predicted inclinations can then be used to make product or service recommendations to the individual.

i. Strengths

- Intuitive, easy to comprehend and implement.
- No data structure assumptions.

ii. Weaknesses

- Requires a large sample to make meaningful recommendations.
- Erroneous recommendations result when close neighbors don't exist.
• Direct insights into the drivers of the exhibited inclinations are difficult to derive.
• Does not unswervingly use product or item content information and customer profile or behavior information for making recommendations.

iii. Modules:
• Retrieval of web links
• Filtering and Ranking of retrieved links

III. Results

a) Parsing of The Input Query
The query given by the user is parsed by a query parser and the output is:

![Query Parser Results Screenshot For Query](image1)

Figure 2: Query Parser Results Screenshot For Query

b) Retrieval of Synsets from Wordnet
Now the related synsets for the words present in the query are retrieved from the wordnet.

![Wordnet Results Screenshot for Query](image2)

Figure 3: Wordnet Results Screenshot for Query

c) Extraction of Domain Keywords from Ontology:
The domain keywords that are semantically related to the words in the query are extracted from ontology.

![Jena Api Results Screenshot for Query](image3)

Figure 4: Jena Api Results Screenshot for Query

The query ‘Python’ will be expanded with “programming language” for the users fascinated in computer programming language, and with “snake” for the users fascinated in “wild life”. To get the appropriate context of query topic, the Word Net is used to retrieve appropriate context using the following algorithm and the user profile is updated accordingly.

d) Web Links Retrieved:
i. User Query:

![Google Results Screenshot for Query](image4)

Figure 5: Google Results Screenshot for Query
**With Refined Query**

![Query Results Screenshot](image)

**Figure 6**: Refined Query Results Screenshot

### IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The design and implementation of the proposed approach using Dynamic User profile and Ontology.

The experiments designed are first discussed, followed by the experiment frame work and environment. The overview of the proposed system. In addition, it gives details of the query parser tool and implemented for query expansion using ontology and re-ranking of documents with using user profile. Evaluation of Context aware applications is quite difficult as they depend on context. The contexts or situations of interest depends on user to user and can’t be generalized.
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